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Abstract 
Approximately 2.2 million people in the United States depend on a wheelchair to 
assist with their mobility. Often times, the wheelchair user can maneuver around using a 
conventional joystick. Visually impaired or wheelchair patients with restricted hand 
mobility, such as stroke, arthritis, limb injury, Parkinson’s, cerebral palsy or multiple 
sclerosis, prevent them from using traditional joystick controls. The resulting mobility 
limitations force these patients to rely on caretakers to perform everyday tasks. This 
minimizes the independence of the wheelchair user. Modern day speech recognition 
systems can be used to enhance user experiences when using electronic devices. By 
expanding the motorized wheelchair control interface to include the detection of user 
speech commands, the independence is given back to the mobility impaired. 
A speech recognition interface was developed for a smart wheelchair. By 
integrating navigation commands with a map of the wheelchair’s surroundings, the 
wheelchair interface is more natural and intuitive to use. Complex speech patterns are 
interpreted for users to command the smart wheelchair to navigate to specified locations 
within the map. Pocketsphinx, a speech toolkit, is used to interpret the vocal commands. A 
language model and dictionary were generated based on a set of possible commands and 
locations supplied to the speech recognition interface. The commands fall under the 
categories of speed, directional, or destination commands. Speed commands modify the 
relative speed of the wheelchair. Directional commands modify the relative direction of the 
wheelchair. Destination commands require a known location on a map to navigate to. The 
completion of the speech input processer and the connection between wheelchair 
components via the Robot Operating System make map navigation possible. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Smart wheelchair prototypes have been created that use speech recognition as a 
user interface. There are also smart wheelchair prototypes that focus on mapping and the 
navigation of those maps. The objective of this thesis was to integrate these concepts to 
develop an effective access wheelchair that uses speech based navigation. The novel 
contributions of this research are the design of this speech based navigation pipeline.  
The speech navigation pipeline is made up of several parts. The first part of the 
pipeline will involve the utilization of an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) interface 
to obtain text form spoken commands. The ASR obtains accurate text interpretations of the 
commands by processing the output text while human utterances can be heard. The second 
part of the pipeline involves the interpretation of the speech patterns used as commands to 
determine a goal location. This is the intermediate layer of command interpretation. By 
determining a specific location to be the wheelchair’s goal, it makes it possible to map out 
how to get to that goal from the wheelchair’s current location. The last part of the pipeline 
consists of the creation of the navigation path to reach the end goal. Wheelchair localization 
and path planning play a major role in navigating to goal locations. The sum of these parts 
create the speech navigation pipeline created on RIT’s smart wheelchair. 
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Chapter 2 Background 
2.1. Related Work 
2.1.1 Smart Wheelchairs Applications 
The Mobility Aid for Elderly and Disabled People (MAid) [1] is an intelligent 
wheelchair that was designed to operate in public environments that may be crowded with 
passenger traffic. MAid uses infrared and laser range finder scanners to avoid obstacles 
and wheel encoders for dead reckoning navigation. 
The NavChair Assistive Wheelchair Navigation System [2] is a smart wheelchair 
that seeks to be a shared control system in which a human can still maintain use of the 
joystick while being assisted by the machine. The NavChair uses only an array of ultra-
sonic transducers and wheel encoders as its sensors to offer three operating modes: general 
obstacle avoidance, door passage, and automatic wall following.  
MIT has a smart wheelchair [3] that it is actively using as a testbed for various 
projects. Front and back 2D laser scanning range finders enable the wheelchair to jointly 
estimate a hybrid metric, topological, and semantic representation of its environment.  
CoPilot [4] adds sensors to electric powered wheelchairs to enable assisted traversal 
through doorways. It uses both feature and histogram approaches for detecting doorways 
and a sample based planner for doorway traversal. 
Perhaps the effective access wheelchair most similar to Milpet is a smart wheelchair 
implemented by the Robotics Engineering Department at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
[5] The wheelchair uses voice control, facial expressions, and a Bluetooth joystick 
controller as the main user interfaces. Robot Operating System (ROS) is used as the 
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software framework for both the navigation subsystem and user interfaces. The wheelchair 
uses a 2D laser scanning rangefinder, wheel encoders, infrared and sonar range sensors 
along its perimeter, and infrared cliff sensors under the footplate. The wheelchair is a user 
assisted device, accepting commands such as “move,” “go”, “half speed”, and “go to the 
lab”. 
2.2. Automatic Speech Recognition 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is a means by which people can 
communicate with computers. ASR transforms spoken language into text [6]. There are 
existing tools that tackle the problem of perfect speech recognition and are used in a wide 
variety or real world applications. For the Milpet smart wheelchair, offline speech 
recognition was a requirement to remove the dependency of needing an internet 
connection. 
2.2.1 ASR Tools 
The following ASRs are offline, open source tools that were considered for the 
Milpet speech interface:  
 Otosense-Kaldi: An open source toolkit for speech recognition written in 
C++ [7]. Its output accuracy outperforms other speech recognition tools such 
as Julius and Pocketsphinx. It gives results at a decent time but it’s not as fast 
as Pocketsphinx. Kaldi also has a high computational expense. Kaldi is 
available for both offline and online for improved recognition. 
 Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK): A software toolkit that handles 
HMM for speech recognition written in C. [8] It provides good documentation 
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and examples of a basic training pipeline. Though it requires extensive 
knowledge and time compared to other toolkits. It also requires the 
development of the training pipeline. Results similar to sphinx but require a 
bit more effort. 
 Julius: A large vocabulary continuous speech recognition engine that uses an 
HMM acoustic model and a language model. [9] Julius is written in C and 
uses Linux as its main platform. Julius offers almost real time decoding on 
most current PCs and training done with a 3rd party toolkit. The major 
drawback is the lack of good English Documentation. Most of it is in 
Japanese. This is alleviated by good tutorials found on Voxforge, a website 
that collects transcribed speech. 
 CMUSphinx: A speech toolkit developed by Carnegie Mellon University. It 
provides good results in a short amount of time. There is a steep learning 
curve when using CMUSphinx but the Sphinx toolkit provides a training 
pipeline. There are two smaller applications that fit under the overarching 
CMUSphinx toolkit: Sphinx4 and Pocketsphinx. 
 Pocketsphinx: A CMU Sphinx library that is tuned for handheld and mobile 
devices and works just as well on the desktop. Automatic speech recognizers, 
such as Pocketsphinx allow for continuous speech recognition. [10] In other 
words, there are no pauses between the utterances of different phrases. 
Pocketsphinx continually listens for incoming words, interprets those words, 
then waits for new utterances to continue the process. By using a microphone 
as an input to the Milpet speech recognition system, Pocketsphinx can 
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continually recognize and interpret commands being uttered into the 
microphone. Pocketsphinx is CMU’s fastest speech recognition system. It is 
optimal for development of C applications as well as the development of 
language bindings. It is good for live applications and has an accurate real-
time engine. It offers a fast response and low resource consumption. Users are 
expected to provide language models but CMU offers some language models 
on their website. 
 Sphinx4: The Java application that is best for implementing complex servers 
and for cloud based systems with deep interaction with NLP modules. There’s 
a quick and easy API to convert the speech recordings into text with the help 
of CMUSphinx acoustic models. Sphinx4 can be used in servers and in 
desktop applications. Both Pocketsphinx and Sphinx4 are very accurate but 
the flexibility of Sphinx4 allows for building a processing framework system 
quickly, while Pocketsphinx is perfect for fast, mobile applications. 
 VoxForge: A website that collects transcribed speech. It supplies acoustic 
models and has a speech audio file repository. The repository files can be used 
with the free and open source ASRs. The website also offers good tutorials for 
using the speech models. 
 InproTK: An implementation of the incremental processing architecture. It is 
a library written in java that interfaces with Sphinx4 or Kaldi. By defining 
smaller modules and defining the connections between the modules, InproTK 
allows for an accurate incremental speech recognition interface. [11] 
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2.2.2 ASR Applications 
Speech recognition is a widely researched topic in the field of Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI). The first application deals with the use of speech recognition for 
dictation transcription. An early example of a successful dictation transcriber is one that 
was developed by the Speech Recognition Group at IBM in Yorktown Heights in the mid-
1980s. Their speech recognition system had a 5,000-word vocabulary which could be used 
for dictating office correspondence. Their recognition accuracy was greater than 94% 
correct word recognition words from within their vocabulary [12]. Since then, many 
research and corporate organizations have continued to either develop their own speech 
recognition system, or expand other systems. This method was built upon vector 
quantization to model the characteristics of the human ear for acoustic processing. 
Another application involves the development of an isolated-word automatic 
speech recognition system (IWASR) based on Vector Quantization. By receiving, 
analyzing, searching, then matching an input speech signal to a database of trained signals, 
IWASR can help customers that call a central service center which would then respond to 
them in a natural manner [13]. This kind of application is useful for automating the 
redirection process for telephone services. 
Speech recognition practices also exist within military applications. The SCORPIO 
is a mini-teleporter mobile service robot for booby-trap disposal. It is manually controlled 
by an operator using a joystick, keyboard and buttons. The SCORPIO speech interface is 
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based system that uses a small-vocabulary language 
model based on fixed connected words [14].  This allows the operator to control the robot 
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with their voice and allows them to multi-task by keeping their hands and sight free for 
other tasks. 
Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) is an emerging field in HCI. The aim of SER 
is to enable a very natural interaction with the computer by speaking instead of using the 
traditional keyboard/mouse/touch input devices and not only have the machine understand 
the verbal content, but also subtler cues such as the affect of the human user [15].  The 
applications of this research can be used in places like therapeutic centers to better 
understand the needs of patients. 
Perhaps the most influential speech recognition efforts are done for proprietary 
applications. Major corporations such as Google, Apple and Microsoft have their own 
research divisions where the latest and greatest speech models are created for consumer 
use. For example, Voice Assistants are widely used on most modern day smartphones. 
Voice Assistants such as Siri, Google Now, and Cortana grant IPhone, Android and 
Windows phone users, respectively, the ability to interact with their phone based on pre-
determined commands. These commands range from initiating calls to interacting with 
planners, alarms, cameras and a multitude of other applications provided by smartphones. 
Google publicly released their cloud speech API in an attempt to boost the Voice UI market 
[16]. 
2.3. Robot Operating System (ROS) 
Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open-source operating system built for robots. 
ROS runs on Unix-based platforms and is used as a means of communication between 
different modules. These modules are wrapped in ROS nodes.  The primary purpose for 
using ROS in a smart wheelchair application would be for smart and efficient 
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communication between the different wheelchair components. To understand the ROS 
architecture, it’s important to understand what Nodes, Topics, Messages, and Services are 
in relation to ROS. 
Nodes are executable programs within ROS. They can collect data, process data, 
generate data, process service requests, and much more. Topics are channels for data of a 
specified type (i.e. messages) to be published and received. Nodes can either subscribe or 
publish to a topic. Nodes subscribed to a topic will receive new messages whenever they 
are published to the topic. Likewise, nodes can publish to a topic to transmit data, such as 
laser sensor readings and sonar readings, for other nodes to process. Messages contain the 
relevant data when publishing or subscribing to a topic. Services are another method for 
nodes to communicate with each other. Services allow nodes to send a request to another 
node. The other node, after receiving the request, will usually attempt to perform the 
request. The original sender node will then receive a response from the receiving node 
indicating what the outcome of the request was. 
Roscore is a collection of nodes and programs that are pre-requisites of a ROS 
based system. Roscore must be running before any ROS nodes can communicate with each 
other. Roscore starts up 3 things: 1) a ROS Master, 2) a ROS Parameter Server, and 3) a 
rosout logging node. The ROS Master names and registers services to the other nodes. It 
keeps track of publishers and subscribers to topics and services. The ROS Master’s job is 
to allow individual nodes to find one another. They can then communicate with each other. 
Figure 1 shows a simple diagram showing how the ROS Master interacts with ROS nodes. 
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Figure 1: ROS - Communication between ROS Master and nodes. 
Once each node is registered with the Master, communication lines are open 
between each of the ROS nodes. The ROS Parameter server is a shared dictionary that 
nodes use to retrieve and store parameters upon startup. The rosout logging node is the 
name for the console log reporting tool in ROS. The logging node can be used with all 
other nodes to log output to the console. [17] 
2.4. Localization 
Tracking the current location and pose of a robotic agent is crucial for navigating 
its surrounding environment. There are numerous localization methods to contemplate. 
One method that was considered was the use of GPS. The problem with using localization 
with conventional GPS devices is that it is too difficult because the satellite signals are too 
weak, are subject to the urban canyon effect, or are disabled with GPS jammers [18, 19].  
GPS is not used for this application as it does not work in buildings. WiFi [20-23] and 
Bluetooth [24, 25] could work as valid means of robot localization. The issue with these 
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systems is the need to install beacons throughout the buildings that the wheelchair would 
be navigating through.  Both WiFi and Bluetooth systems work by inserting time stamps 
into packets, then measuring how long it takes to transmit those packets.  The overall 
localization accuracy can be better than GPS, but installing WiFi/Bluetooth routers is not 
a practical solution. 
A method to handle the problem of localization is the use of particle filters. Particle 
filtering techniques emerged in the 1970s, but only started being widely used for 
localization in 1993 thanks to the efforts of Gordon et al. [26] in developing modern particle 
filters. Particle filters can provide quick and accurate locational estimates, handle 
environmental uncertainty, re-localize when a robot is carried to an arbitrary location, and 
allows for multiple system and noise models while keeping the algorithm complexity 
constant [27-30]. Particle filter applications have yielded promising results in object 
localization in a variety of applications and environments [31-35]. 
The particle filter approach was selected over a popular Kalman filter localization 
technique. The particle filter algorithm, also referred to as Monte Carlo localization, is 
simple to code, has proven to be quite robust in practice, is not susceptible to the kidnapped 
robot problem, and does not require estimation of sensor noise contributions.  Kalman 
filters typically assume each update has a Gaussian distribution [28], but can be calculated 
for other distributions.  
Particle filters use a probabilistic approach of selecting a location data point from a 
selection of possible points depending on their importance weight. The following example 
describes the algorithm for a robot moving and localizing itself in a 2D environment. 
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The environment is a grid that is 10×10 units of arbitrary size. The environment 
contains five solid blocks that act as space that the robot cannot exist in. All of the other 
locations are areas that the robot is allowed to roam around. The particle filter is initialized 
with 1000 random location points throughout the clear space, shown by the red dots in 
Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2: Test map with 1000 random point locations [36]. 
Each point, or particle, is stored in an array with a set of XY coordinates to the 
closest obstacle in eight directions. The directions are north, south, east, west, northeast, 
northwest, southeast and southwest for a single particle. The particle filter measures its 
distance to the closest obstacle in each direction then compares it to the measurements 
calculated for each of the other 1000 point locations. The comparison is performed to 
determine the robot’s current location. 
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Each point in the array is assigned a probability weight. The assigned weight is a 
means of determining which points have similar measurements to those sensed at the 
robot’s current location. The weight is determined by finding the product of the Gaussian 
distribution between each of the Euclidian distances measured from the point to the 
obstacles found in all 8 directions.  
The particle filter chooses from the weighted 1000 available particles to resample. 
The particles with the higher weights have a greater probability of surviving the resampling 
step. The surviving particles are then placed in a pool of possible location points. It is 
possible for highly weighted particles to be selected several times; particles with lower 
weights might not get selected. The surviving particles take the place of the unselected 
particles. These replacements make it possible for multiple instances of the same particle 
to exist within the pool of possible locations. The increased number of certain high-
probability particles combined with their higher weights creates patches of particles that 
are more likely to survive the next resampling step. The particle filter algorithm is shown 
below.  
Initialize particles with random location, direction, and weight 
while (TRUE) 
1) If (Not first iteration) a. Move robot if requested b. Update particle locations End If 
2) Take measurement 
3) Compare measurement to all a computer generated measurement at each particle location, assign weight to each particle in proportion to similarity with measurement 
4) Resample particles based upon weight 
end while [36] 
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During each resampling step, the particles with higher weights have the chance of 
being added to the resampled array multiple times. Since the particles with lower weights 
aren’t being selected, this reduces the number of total unique locations that the robot can 
be localized to. 
 The initialization of the particle filter algorithm was run on the map containing 5 
obstacles as shown in Figure 2. The simulated robot’s actual location is shown as a green 
star in Figure 3, (0.5, 0.5). The red dots on the map show the points that were resampled 
after the first iteration. The size of the red dots on the map appear larger if the weights 
corresponding to those points are greater in comparison to the other point weights. The 
areas with highly concentrated clusters of points are the locations that are the algorithm 
believes the robot resides at. 
 
Figure 3: First particle filter resampling iteration on test map [36]. 
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 A single resampling iteration isn’t enough to accurately determine the location of 
the robot. Since the goal is to localize an autonomous moving robot, it doesn’t make sense 
to keep the robot in the same spot and continue iterations. Many locations on the map have 
similar areas, so the algorithm might not converge to the correct location if the robot is 
stationary. Noisy measurements also contribute to the inaccuracy in pinpointing the correct 
location in the first iteration. 
As the robot moves the refined pool or resampled data is saved to prevent 
resampling the entire map upon each iteration. If the entire map was resampled, it would 
result in a set of imprecise points every iteration similar to that of what’s shown in Figure 
3.  After each iteration, the direction and magnitude of the robot’s movement is estimated 
via encoders on the robot. The movement vector computed from the encoder measurements 
is applied to all particles in the resampled array. If the robot moves in the south direction 
for 1 unit, every other point is adjusted to the closest point in the original array located 1-
unit south of the initial point. The resampled data moves in the same direction as the robot 
to avoid loss of accuracy. 
The result of movement and resampling is shown in Figure 4 below. Each step 
shows the movement of the most probable location points closest to the robot’s actual 
location, depicted by the green star. 
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(a)      (b) 
   
(c)      (d) 
   
(e)      (f) 
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(g)      (h) 
Figure 4. Robot localization on test map while moving [36]. 
 
Every step eliminates the points that are less likely to represent the robot’s actual location. 
As the robot finds unique differences in the hallways, the amount of unique probable 
locations the robot could be residing at decreases. This number of red dots on the map in 
each stage of the algorithm execution decreases because of this.  After multiple iterations, 
the only points left on the map are clustered together at the robot’s current location in 
Figure 4(h). 
2.5. Map Navigation 
Determining the path for a robotic system to get to a specified destination is 
necessary for navigation. A possible navigation solution is the use of ROS mapping 
techniques. The first approach: Gmapping, or the particle filter technique, uses the method 
of localization described in section 2.4. Each particle represents a candidate location of the 
robot in the unknown environment [37-41].  The potential trajectories of a robot given the 
robot movement and observations from the world are estimated. Those estimates are used 
to find a distribution over all the candidate maps and trajectories. This method, referred to 
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as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), uses the localization information, 
Lidar sensor scans, and Odometry measurements, to generate a map of the robot’s world 
and display the location of robot in that map. Once created, goals can be sent to the ROS 
navigation stack which is responsible for generating the path from the robot’s current 
location to the specified goal. 
A second technique for mapping and navigation is called the Gauss-Newton 
technique, otherwise known as Hector mapping.  The Hector mapping algorithm aims to 
compute the optimum arrangement of laser scan’s endpoints with the constructed map [42, 
43]. A key differentiator of this method from the Gmapping approach is that this method 
doesn’t require odometry information. Further, Hector mapping can be used on platforms 
that exhibit roll/pitch motion.  Neither Gmapping nor Hector mapping offer explicit loop 
closing abilities and thus are prone to navigation errors. 
An alternate solution requires the use of a pre-existing map of the robot’s world 
and uses the A* algorithm to generate a path through the map to the goal location. The A* 
algorithm is widely used for applications dealing with the navigation of autonomous robots. 
The A* Algorithm also extends to other domains such as networking applications to find 
the most efficient route to travel from one station to another. It is a corollary to the other 
widely popular Dijkstra’s algorithm which is used to find the shortest path between two 
nodes or stations with the help of a cost function and a heuristic function. A* requires a 
distance function from start location to the goal location. It does not require an exact 
distance, but rather an estimate of the distance required to travel to get from the start 
position to the goal position, in the best case. 
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The points on a map can be represented as nodes on a graph. A* uses a best-first 
search and finds a least-cost path from a given initial node to one goal node. As A* 
traverses the graph, it follows a path of the least expected total cost or distance, keeping a 
sorted priority queue of alternate path segments along the way. It uses actual path cost 
knowledge plus a best case heuristic to get to goal node cost function, to determine the 
order in which the search visited nodes in the tree. The basic formula for the A* cost 
function is shown in equation (1).  
 ( ) =  ( ) + ℎ( ) (1) 
 
The cost function is a sum of two functions. The function g(x) is the prior (known) 
path-cost function, which is the known distance from the starting node to the current node 
x. The function h(x) is the future path-cost function, which is an optimistic heuristic 
estimate of the distance from x to the goal node.  It can be shown that as long as h(x) is an 
optimistic heuristic, A* will always find the shortest path. 
In a study by Joshi et. al, [44] the A* algorithm was slightly revised so that instead 
of just finding the length of the shortest path, the sequence of steps used in that path were 
also recorded. Each node on the path kept track of the node that came before it. After 
executing the full A* algorithm, the end node points to its predecessor and this continues 
until one of the preceding nodes points back to the initial start node. The modified A* 
algorithm was implemented with the intention of using it for the navigation of a mobile 
robot. The robot used in the study was given four possible actions to perform: moving left, 
right, down and forward. The commands were converted into velocity commands for the 
robot. For travelling in the 2D grid map, the cost function was created as [44] 
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corresponding to left turns, right turns, and forward movements. The weight corresponding 
to a left turn was given a higher value because in the US system of travel, vehicles travel 
on the right side of the road, making it more difficult to perform a left turn. 
 Based on this fact, the mobile robot always tries to calculate its path keeping the 
cost at a minimum and always choosing a right turn over a left turn whenever possible. The 
ultimate goal is finding the shortest path keeping the total cost at a minimum. The algorithm 
was also made so that it can take 3D input and form the 2D grid map. This was done for 





Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1. Milpet 
Milpet (Machine Intelligence Laboratory Personal Electronic Transporter), is an 
effective access wheelchair being developed by students at RIT’s Machine Intelligence 
Laboratory. Milpet is being used as a flexible platform intended to showcase advanced 
research being studied in the lab. Milpet is being designed to interface with humans, gather 
sensor data, localize itself, plan paths to goal destinations, and perform obstacle avoidance. 
Milpet is a repurposed Quickie S-11 medical electrical wheelchair fitted with a 
variety of sensors. A picture of Milpet is shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5: Front view of Milpet wheelchair. 
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The internal electronics of the wheelchair were taken apart, and the joy-stick control 
interface was replaced with a customized control system. This control system is made up 
of motor controllers, micro-controllers for control, sensor input, power control board, 
component control board, and encoder circuit [45]. The control system takes in information 
from the different sensors on the wheelchair and responds to commands from an onboard 
computer. The wheelchair is uses a Sony VAIO laptop running the Ubuntu Studio 14.04 
OS to start the wheelchair navigation code. The laptop connects to the microcontrollers on 
the wheelchair and an XML AC-40EXT gooseneck microphone. A Hoyuko Lidar sensor, 
model UST-10LX, is mounted underneath a wooden tray used to hold up the laptop on 
Milpet.  Milpet is also equipped with an omnivision camera mounted above the head rest 
for computer vision based applications. A Bluetooth module is also on board that allows a 
user with the Joy BT Commander Android application to control the wheelchair via a 
Bluetooth connection. The Android app interface is shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6: Milpet Controller App. 
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The yellow circle on the right side of Figure 6 can be used as a joystick to control 
the wheelchair’s movement. Selecting the B4 button enables autonomous mode on Milpet. 
This allows the execution of any motor commands sent from a ROS node. The safety 
feature built into the wheelchair is an automatic stop button that is mounted on the right 
side armrest.  
3.1.1 ROS on Milpet 
The ROS build system is called catkin. A catkin workspace was set up on the PC 
being used for Milpet. The workspace allows users to create packages for ROS related 
projects. These projects are built around a ROS client library, a collection of code that eases 
the job of the ROS programmer. Milpet has several nodes that are implemented within the 
various packages in its catkin workspace. These nodes use the different types of available 
client libraries in order for code development in the programmer’s language of choice, such 
as C++, Java, Python, etc. Figure 7 shows a system diagram depicting the connections 
between Milpet ROS nodes. 
 
Figure 7: Milpet ROS System Diagram. 
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 In Figure 7, each rectangle node represents a Milpet ROS node. Within each node, 
the first line states the package in which the node is implemented and the second line states 
the node name. The arrow connections between nodes represents the communication of 
data between nodes via ROS topics, named buses over which nodes can exchange data 
values known as messages. ROS messages can be common data types such as integers, 
strings, and Booleans. ROS also supplies libraries that support sending other types of 
messages that are specific to the ROS application. To communicate with one another, ROS 
nodes can publish, or post, a message to a specific topic. Once published, other ROS nodes 
have the ability to subscribe to the same topic allowing the node to read any messages that 
were posted by the publishing node. In Figure 7, the ROS nodes that the arrows originate 
from represent the nodes that publishing a message to the specified topic. The arrow heads 
point to the ROS node that is subscribed to the corresponding topic. Note that each of the 
arrows are also labeled with the data type of the messages being published on that topic.  
The encoder_node was developed in C code and uploaded to one of the Arduino 
Due’s on Milpet. There is a rotary encoder that is attached to each wheel on Milpet. A light 
source and a sensor are mounted facing each other with an encoder wheel with 1000 slits 
per revolution. As the motor moves, each time the sensor senses the light source it counts 
that movement as a “tick”. This node retrieves encoder information from the motors that 
are connected to the Arduino Due. Each encoder emits approximately 20,000 ticks for each 
full wheel revolution. The amount of ticks increases if the motor spins in one direction and 
decreases if the motor spins in the opposite direction. When the motor for the left wheel, 
with respect to the passenger, rotates so that the left side of the wheelchair is moving 
forward, the tick count decreases for the attached encoder. The tick count increases when 
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moving backward. When the motor for the right wheel rotates so that the right side of the 
wheelchair is moving forward, the tick count increases for the attached encoder. The tick 
count decreases for that motor when moving backward.  The “Encoder Arduino” uses a 
serial connection to communicate with the other nodes running on the Milpet computer. 
The serial_node is the means by which the encoder tick information is published. The 
serial_node establishes the serial connection with the encoder Arduino then publishes the 
tick information to the topic “ticks” with Vector3Stamped messages. Vector3Stamped is a 
data type that is supplied by the ROS geometry_msgs library. This library provides 
messages for common geometric primitives such as points, vectors, and poses. The 
Vector3Stamped data type contains a header, for storing elapsed time information, and a 
vector of three float64 values representing an x, y, and z coordinate. The x and y 
coordinates update depending on the motors’ movement relative to the wheelchair’s initial 
position. 
The odom_node subscribes to the “ticks” topic and converts the encoder info into 
an Odometry message to be published. The Odometry data type is supplied by the ROS 
nav_msgs library. The nav_msgs library defines common messages used to interact with 
the navigation system. The Odometry message contains geometry_msgs pose and twist 
information. The pose represents the direction the wheelchair is facing, and the twist 
message is a struct holding two vectors of three float64 values: a linear x, y and z coordinate 
and an angular x,y, and z coordinate. The linear vector describes the wheelchair movement 
with respect to moving on a plane parallel to the floor. The angular vector describes 
rotational movement about the axis normal to the floor. The Odometry information is 
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published on the “odom” topic. Equations (2)-(5) shown below were used to calculate the 
position change of the wheelchair in global coordinates. 
 
  ∆ = ∆ ∆          (2) 
  ∆ = ∆ ∆          (3) 
  ∆ = ∆ ( + ∆ )        (4) 
  ∆ = ∆ ( + ∆ )        (5) 
 
Δs is the overall change in displacement of the wheelchair. Δsr and Δsl are the 
distances travelled by the right and left wheels respectively. Δθ is the overall change in 
pose and b is the width of the wheelchair. Once Δs and Δθ are calculated from (2) and (3), 
those values are used in the equations to solve for the wheelchair’s the position change in 
global coordinates using (4) and (5). Δx is the is the bird’s eye change in the X direction 
and Δy is the bird’s eye change in the Y direction. 
 The urg_node is what interfaces with the Lidar sensor on Milpet. The urg_node 
publishes a LaserScan message provided by the sensor_msgs library. This library defines 
messages for commonly used sensors, including cameras and scanning laser rangefinders. 
The LaserScan message contains information about what is being detected by the laser 
scanner. This includes the start angle of the scan, the end angle of the scan, the angular 
distance between measurements, the time increment between measurements, the minimum 
range value, the maximum range value, and intensities. These messages are published on 
the “scan” topic and are read in by the obstacle_node and localization_node. 
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The first node that relies on the Lidar sensor is the obstacle_node. This node is 
responsible for avoiding obstacles that appear in front of Milpet as well as makes 
corrections to the wheelchair’s path if it gets too close to a wall. The obstacle node 
publishes a String dictating the direction in which there is a wall or other obstacle within 3 
feet of Milpet. This String is published on the “obstacleDetected” topic. The second node 
that relies on the Lidar sensor data is the localization_node. This node subscribes to both 
the “scan” topic as well as the “odom” topic in order to localize Milpet to a pre-generated 
map. Once localized, the localization_node publishes the x coordinate, y coordinate, and a 
pose corresponding to the wheelchair’s displacement with respect to the top left corner of 
a given map. A black and white bitmap image representing a binarized version of the map 
is also required for localization. White areas on the map represent locations that Milpet can 
be localized to, while the black locations on the bitmap image are locations that Milpet 
cannot travel through. The localizer_node determines where Milpet is on this specific map 
and publishes that location as a 3 value float64 vector on the “loc_info” topic. 
The map_node is responsible for displaying a map view for the Milpet user 
interface. A bitmap image 4 times larger than the one used for localization is needed in 
order to show the map the user at a reasonable size. The map_node subscribes to the 
loc_info topic published by the localization_node. With the coordinates read in from the 
loc_info topic, the map_node places a point on the visualized map to show the current 
location of Milpet. For future iterations of Milpet, this map will be updated based on new 
obstacles that are seen by the sensors on board. 
The recognizer node uses pocketsphinx and listens for microphone input. This is 
the node that Milpet users directly interface with when giving speech commands. The 
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recognizer node publishes the last sentence uttered into the microphone as a String to the 
topic “speech_output”. In order to perform the speech commands, the “speech_output” 
topic messages are parsed by the voice_cmd node. This node goes through the sentence 
and extracts the valid commands that Milpet can use to move. This node continuously 
creates simplified and separated commands that are published to the topic “voice_cmd” as 
a String. 
At the heart of Mipet is the milpet_navigator/navigator node. This is the node that 
publishes to the “voice_cmd”, “loc_info”, and “obstacleDetected” topics. This node 
constantly updates its position on the map based on the localization info the node 
subscribes to. The navigator node publishes a twist message for controlling the wheelchair 
to the topic “cmd_vel.” As previously stated, the twist message contains a three value linear 
vector and a three value angular vector to command the motors to move in the specified 
direction. Based on the voice commands in the “voice_cmd” topic, the navigator node 
decides which twist messages to publish to get the desired outcome. This decision is also 
effected by what’s published to the “obstacleDetected” topic to perform obstacle avoidance 
and forward path correction.  
The second Arduino Due on Milpet is connected to the motors to control them. 
Similar to how communication worked with the encoder Arduino, a second serial_node 
acts as the bridge that connects the navigator node to the motor node. This serial_node 
subscribes to the “cmd_vel” topic and sends the twist messages to the Arduino (controlling 
the motors) via a serial connection. The Motor_node reads the twist messages then supplies 
the motors with the signal needed to perform the actions described by the twist messages. 
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3.2. Milpet ASR 
In order to perform actions based on speech commands an Automatic Speech 
Recognizer (ASR) was chosen to act as the core human interface on Milpet. An analysis of 
the ASRs listed in section 2.2.1 were compared to determine the best fit for this application. 
Three possible choices were ruled out from the start: The Google Speech API, the 
Microsoft Speech SDK, and Nuance. The Google speech API is online only. It wouldn’t 
work well with the system given the offline recognition requirement. The Microsoft speech 
SDK has offline capabilities, but the problem lies in that it was built for use in C# on 
windows platforms as opposed to Linux environments. Nuance was also not considered 
because it is a proprietary speech recognition engine, with a substantial licensing fee. Table 
1 shows an analysis of the other tools considered for the speech recognition software. 
Table 1: Speech Recognition Tools Analysis 
Tool Analysis 
Otosense-Kaldi  Training has a high computational expense 
 Accuracy outperforms, Julius, Pocketsphinx, and Sphinx-4. 
 Offline Recognition 
 Online capabilities for improved recognition 




 Software toolkit that handles HMM for speech recognition  
 Provides good documentation and examples of a basic 
training pipeline 
 Requires extensive knowledge and time compared to others 
 Requires the development of the training pipeline 
 Time consuming  
 Error-prone 
 Results similar to sphinx (but with more effort) 
 Written in C 
Julius  A large vocabulary continuous speech recognition engine 
 Uses HMM acoustic model and language model  
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 Almost real time decoding on most current PCs 
 Training done with a 3rd party toolkit 
 Most of the documentation is in Japanese 
 Documentation alleviated by good tutorials found on 
Voxforge 
 Written in C  
 Main Platform: Linux 
Pocketsphinx  CMU’s fastest speech recognition system 
 Optimal for development of C applications as well as for 
development of language bindings 
 Good for live applications – accurate real-time engine  
 Good for desktop applications - fast response and low 
resource consumption 
 Users expected to provide language models (Some 
provided) 
 Offline 
 Languages: C and Python 
Sphinx4  Built upon the incremental processing model 
 Best for: Implementing complex servers, cloud based 
systems with deep interaction with NLP modules, web 
services, cloud computing,  
 Quick and Easy API to convert the speech recordings into 
text with the help CMUSphinx acoustic models 
 Can be used in servers and in desktop applications  
 Languages: Java 
 
The ASR search was narrowed down to 2 possible options: InproTK, an open 
source incremental speech system built over Sphinx4, and Pocketsphinx, a speech 
recognition application developed by Carnegie Mellon University. These options were 
selected because of the robustness of their systems. 
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3.2.1 Pocketsphinx 
Pocketsphinx requires a language model and dictionary to utilize its speech 
recognition capabilities. A Sphinx dictionary is a text file that consists words and their 
pronunciations that the sphinx recognizers can decode. A Sphinx language model describes 
complex language and contain probabilities of the words and word combinations. It learns 
how likely it is for a sequence of m words to occur together in text. Carnegie Mellon 
University supplied language models and dictionaries that exist for various languages 
including English. The problem with using the provided models was that the vocabulary 
was so large that it made the ASR prone to recognition errors. In order to maximize the 
recognition rate for the use of navigation, the list of words that could be recognized was 
reduced vastly. In the case of Milpet, the dictionary and language model were replaced to 
recognize the possible commands Milpet could interpret. 
Carnegie Mellon University also developed a Sphinx Knowledge Base Tool that is 
used to generate the necessary language model and dictionary. The tool requires a corpus, 
a file containing a list of the sentences for Pocketsphinx to recognize. A corpus file was 
created consisting of all the possible Milpet commands that Pocketsphinx needed to 
decode. The corpus file, dictionary, and language model were all built based on the 
commands shown in Appendix A-I. Pocketsphinx was installed on Milpet for the Speech 
recognition interface.  
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3.2.2 Incremental Speech Package (InproTK) 
The traditional way of performing speech recognition is to wait for a user to speak, 
wait for a pause, process the speech and convert it to text. This process is shown in Figure 
8. 
  
Figure 8: Traditional Speech recognition process [46]. 
 
The orange diamond at the end of the sentence represents where the processing 
takes place. In Figure 8, all of the processing is done after the phrase “take the red cross” 
is said. Incremental processing involves actively processing and recognizing each word 
as it’s spoken. This allows for partial speech recognition results even before the user is 
finished speaking. Figure 9 shows two examples of the incremental speech recognition 
process for the same phrase in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Incremental Speech Recognition Process [46]. 
Figure 9 (a) shows a diamond after each spoken word to represent that word 
utterances are processed after each word is spoken. This is an example of perfect 
incremental processing because there were no mistakes in determining the final phrase. 
Figure 9 (b) shows a more realistic example of incremental speech processing. When the 
word “red” was spoken, the incremental speech system mistook it for the word “right.” An 
incremental model could change its mind given new information and modify the decisions 
that were made. As the user continues to speak, the word “right” was replaced with “red”. 
In a real world application incremental models make these mistakes but can recover from 
them with new information. 
This idea allows systems to have the opportunity to act on those already processed 
words before the user is done speaking, thus increasing the speed and robustness of the 
application. InproTK [11] is an example of such a system, termed an incremental speech 




Figure 10: InproTK System Diagram [47] 
 
InproTK Uses Sphinx4 for the initial speech recognition. Sphinx4 also requires a 
language model and dictionary. As the microphone picks up words that a speaker is saying, 
and sends that information to the InproTK buffer which packages that information in a way 
that can be read by its DialogManager. The DialogManager is what’s used to make dialog 
decisions. When a dialog decision is made, it passes the state of the dialog to the 
DecisionModule. The DecisionModule sends incremental units to the built in text to speech 
unit. The output of the entire system is the text version of what was spoken, but outputted 
in an incremental manor. The speaker’s words are processed as they are spoken and updates 
can occur resulting in a different final output than what was initially determined. 
3.3. Goal Interpretation 
There are three types of possible commands: Directional, Speed, and Location 
commands. When the speech recognizer determines what was said, the type of command 
that was spoken is determined by a set of key phrases. Once determined, a command node 
is created with information pertaining to the specific command. The node can fall under 
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one of three types: a speed_command_node, directional_command_node, or a 
destination_command_node. Depending on the type of the assigned node, the command 
will follow a specified execution path in order to move the wheelchair. In order to 
command Milpet, the first spoken word must be “Milpet.” 
3.3.1 Directional Commands 
Directional commands are commands that can be executed to take you to an 
immediate goal. The keywords used to determine if a command is directional are “move”, 
“go”, “turn”, and “face”. The “move” and “go” keywords, followed by “forward or 
backward” signal Milpet to move in the spoken direction. Milpet moves forward at a 
default, modifiable speed. The speed in which Milpet moves backwards cannot be changed 
due to safety reasons. The other directional commands consist of moving left or right. The 
keywords signifying a leftward or rightward movement are “face” and “turn”. When the 
“face” keyword is spoken with “left” or “right”, Milpet will turn 90 degrees in that 
direction. When the “turn” command is given, Milpet will proceed to face that direction 
and move forward. 
3.3.2 Speed Commands 
Speed commands are used to either speed up or slow down the motor speed when 
moving forward. Milpet operates at 3 speeds of movements: full speed, half speed, and 
slow speed. The current speed can be adjusted if the user doesn’t feel comfortable at the 
current running speed. The strings that are searched for when picking out a speed command 
are “full speed”, “half speed”, “slow speed”, “speed up”, “slow down”, and “stop”. When 
Milpet is slowing down, the slowest speed setting will not go below slow speed. When 
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Milpet is speeding up, the fastest speed setting will not go above full speed. When a speed 
is directly specified, Milpet will then operate at the specified speed. 
The “stop” command is the most important speed command. It is the only command 
that doesn’t require the user to say “Milpet” before executing it. This was done as a safety 
measure. If Milpet is moving at all, the motors will cease to run and Milpet will stay facing 
the same direction that it was facing while running. The speed level will stay the same if 
the user commands the wheelchair to move after being stopped. 
3.3.3 Destination Commands 
Destination commands require a known location on the map to navigate to. By 
specifying the location, a series of motor commands will be given to navigate the map 
while heading towards the goal location. Advanced commands utilize a map to get to a 
relatively close or straightforward location. Possible commands are “go to the end of the 
hallway” or “take me to my kitchen.” Locations must be pre-defined and added to the 
speech corps file, dictionary, and language model in order for Milpet to interact with new 
locations. 
3.3.4 Command Chaining 
The Milpet Speech system was designed with the intent of understanding natural 
human speech. In addition to single command execution, commands can also be chained 
to execute in succession. The keyword “milpet” must still be the first spoken word to 
perform a command, but adding on the keywords “and” or “then” to the end of a command 
will allow the interpretation of a subsequent given command. 
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3.4. Mapping and Navigation 
3.4.1 Localization 
Localization of Milpet occurs using the Particle Filter method described in section 
2.4. The modification being made for the localization of Milpet is the process of judging 
the probability of correctness for each particle. To initialize the particles, 500 random (x,y) 
coordinates are chosen from the valid space on the binary map. Upon system start, a laser 
scan of the wheelchair’s current location is taken.  The laser scan results in a 1082 value 
array where the numbers in the array represent the distance to the closest object in the 
corresponding Lidar sensor direction. A median filter is used to clean up the laser scan 
information in preparation for further processing. These laser scans were also known to 
have random, max valued spikes. These spikes are removed by setting those random array 
values to neighboring entries in the array.  
Each particle location is passed into a multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
classifier which gives the probability of n class locations and poses. The SVM classifier 
was chosen from a set of possible classifiers that were considered. Table 2 shows a list of 
other possible classifier choices. 
 
Table 2: Classifier Analysis 
Classifier Info 
Naive Bayes  Simple approach 
 Converge quicker than discriminative 
models 
 Less training data needed 
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Decision Trees (Random 
Forest)  
 Easy to interpret and explain 
 Low memory usage 
 Easily over fit 
 Low predictive accuracy 
SVM  High accuracy 
 Good theoretical approaches to overfitting 
 Popular in high-dimensional spaces 
problems 
Nearest Neighbor  Good predictive accuracy in low dimensions,  
 Worse predictive accuracy in high 
dimensions.  
 High memory usage 
 Not easy to interpret. 
 
The SVM classifier was chosen because of its accuracy in higher dimensional space 
with both small and large number of samples. The optimization of SVM parameters also 
allows for improved control for the behavior of the classifier. In the scenario used in this 
thesis, n=42. This SVM was previously trained by collecting laser scans at each of the n 
locations.  In this thesis, locations were spaced at 1.5 feet apart. More training samples 
were added by adding Gaussian noise to the recorded samples. The weight value of each 
particle is assigned the probability from the SVM classifier. The distances from each 
particle to its eight nearest neighbors are calculated. The closer the particle is to an 
estimated location, the more important it is, and the greater its weight for a weighted sum 
of particles. Once each particle has a weight, 500 new particles are selected 
probabilistically with replacement, with higher probability particles getting selected most 
often. Particles with higher weights have a higher chance of being selected multiple times 
and 10% of the particles are selected from the original batch to avoid converging on the 
wrong coordinate and getting stuck.  
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After each wheelchair motion, the encoders are used to estimate a distance vector 
representing where the wheelchair has traveled, and this distance vector is used to update 
all particles. In addition to keeping the localization consistent with odometry, this step can 
also invalidate particles that end up in invalid space (for example inside a wall).  
Given all particle probabilities, the most probable wheelchair location is estimated 
by converting the particle probability values into a mesh surface by means of 2D 
interpolation and using the surface peak as the robot’s most probable location. This 
approach yielded jumpy and abrupt changes in the determined localized coordinate. An 
alternative method for the best guess of the wheelchair’s current location was determined 
by averaging the x and y coordinates of the top 50% of particles in the particle pool. 
3.4.2 Map Traversal 
The A* algorithm described in section 2.5 is used by the navigator to determine the 
path in getting from the wheelchair’s current location to the specified goal location. Upon 
starting navigation, the wheelchair’s current location is used as the starting point for the 
A* path planning. The optimal path to get from the wheelchair’s current location to the 
specified goal location is then calculated. The autonomous driving of the wheelchair is 
performed based on the necessary actions to get to the goal location. The possible 
commands that are performed by the A* algorithm are forward, left, and right. The 
navigator node has function implementations for each one of these commands and are 
called upon each step of executing the plan to get to the goal location. The current 
command is performed until the localizer places the wheelchair in the next predicted spot 
from the A* algorithm, then proceeds to execute the next command in succession. By 
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executing these movement commands sequentially until the goal is reached, the wheelchair 
user is able to successfully navigate indoor maps while avoiding obstacles along the way. 
3.4.3 Obstacle Avoidance 
The obstacle_node on Milpet is responsible for detecting obstacles that will obstruct 
Milpet’s path during movement. This node utilizes the Lidar scan data to determine the 
direction at which Milpet is approaching an object. The laser scanner ROS node outputs a 
single vector with 1082 values representing the distances to the closest object in a 270-
degree circular range around the sensor. The sensor is mounted 27 inches above the floor 
making it only able to detect obstacles at that height. When an object is detected within 
two feet of the Lidar sensor, the corresponding direction of the object is published. Figure 
11 shows a diagram of the ranges associated with their corresponding obstacle detection 
labels.  
 
Figure 11: Obstacle Direction Labels. 
While in movement, if an object is measured to be under two feet away from Milpet 
on the left, right, front left, front right, or directly in front of it, the corresponding location 
is published to the obstacleDetected topic. When an obstacle is detected directly to the right 
or the left of Milpet, there is a slight adjustment made to the wheelchair’s direction to go 
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in the opposite direction. If obstacles are detected in the front left or front right directions, 
a harder turn is made in the opposite direction to avoid obstacles. When an obstacle is 
directly in front of Milpet, movement is halted. 
This method of avoiding obstacles acts as a means of path correction when traveling 
through hallways. As Milpet moves forward, it might tend to either veer to the right or left. 
To prevent it from crashing in to walls, the slight adjustments made when obstacles are 
detected directly to the left or right help to center Milpet in the middle of hallways or drive 
along the wall at a safe distance away. 
Milpet is able to drive down the center of hallways by the same means of obstacle 
avoidance. The Milpet corrections are so minimal that Milpet will seem as though it’s 






Chapter 4 Tests and Results 
4.1. Test Methodology 
The integration of the components that were used to create the Milpet speech 
navigation system was tested in an isolated environment representing a house. Figure 12 
shows an image representing a simplified version of the map used for navigation. 
 
 
Figure 12: Test Map. 
The map in Figure 12 depicts an isolated 18 × 18 foot, cardboard enclosed space. 
The white spaces on the map are valid locations where the wheelchair is free to roam 
around while the black spaces are invalid, blocked off locations. The dimensions of the 
map are 56 × 56 pixels. The localizer is set up to determine a pixel coordinate location with 
the top left corner being the (0,0) and the rest of the coordinates following a (row, column) 
format. The grid above was converted into a smaller binary grid in order to create the A* 
path. The dimensions of the smaller grid are 7 x 7 to accurately represent where walls or 
barriers exist in the Figure 12 map. The updated grid is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Grid used for A* Algorithm. 
Every space labeled as a ‘1’ in Figure 13 is a space that the wheelchair cannot drive 
through and every space that is labeled a ‘0’ is a valid space that the robot can exist in. 
Each grid entry is representative of the obstacles within each 8 × 8 pixel space. If any of 
those pixels have a wall, then the whole entry is set to ‘0’. 
 Each of the 3 locations specified in the map of Figure 12 correspond to the 
following point coordinates on the grid in Figure 13: location 1 was at point (1,5), location 
2 was at point (3,1) and location 3 was at point (5, 3). Locations 1, 2 and 3 were labeled 
the kitchen, bedroom, and bathroom respectively for speech recognition purposes. A 
picture of an example test space that was set up to test the autonomous navigation is shown 
in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14: Cardboard Map Setup. 
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The SVM training explained in section 3.4.1 was performed on the map shown on 
Figure 13. Training points were selected within 1.5 feet of each other and three laser scans 
were recorded at each training point location and direction. Training samples were taken 
at poses that were possible for A* navigation. In other words, if you could enter a point 
from all 4 directions, 3 laser scans taken per direction, giving a total of 12 total scans for 
that location. Other spots such as destination locations or hallway locations only had scans 
in either 1 or 2 directions (3 or 6 total scans), assuming it wasn’t possible for the wheelchair 
to incorrectly start at an awkward pose when navigating. These laser scans were used to 
train the multi-class SVM and there was a class for each location and pose pair. By 
separating each location into different classes per pose, the A* algorithm was able to 
determine the path to the destination given the wheelchair’s initial orientation.  
 Boxes and other obstacles were placed on various locations of the map for two 
reasons: 1) to improve the localization accuracy by introducing unique features to different 
parts of the map, and 2) to test the obstacle avoidance code programmed onto the 
wheelchair. The final map that was used for training and testing purposes is shown on 
Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: Test Map with Obstacles. 
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 Each red object in Figure 15 represents an object that was placed at that location. 
The orientation of each object varies slightly and they were strategically placed in locations 
in order to make each part of the map unique. Each obstacle is labeled with a number for 
reference purposes. 
 For the speech recognition system, the same language model and dictionary was 
used for the Pocketsphinx and InproTK systems to determine which system would be better 
for the speech navigation. Both performed equally in terms of speed and accuracy because 
of the simple vocabulary used for navigation purposes. Pocketsphinx was used for the final 
integration tests because of its ease with integrating with the ROS system framework. 
InproTK required more overhead. In the future, switching to InproTK will make the system 
more robust once more complex speech patterns are implemented, but Pocketsphinx was a 
valid choice for the current state of the navigation pipeline. 
4.2. Results 
To test the accuracy of the particle filter set up in the localizer node, a test run was 
completed to verify that the particles in the particle filter algorithm clustered around the 
wheelchair’s actual location. The test path started at location 2, proceeded to location 3, 
and ended at location 1 as shown in figure 16. 
 
Figure 16: Test Path 
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Particle filter screen captures were taken while using matplotlib to visualize the 
particles on the map. Figure 17 shows a series of particle snapshots taken at different 
locations on the map. 
 
Figure 17: Particle Filter Results 
The blue dots on each black and white map show the actual location of the 
wheelchair at each point in time as the wheelchair travels as shown in Figure 17(a) through 
Figure 17(b). During each step, the main cluster of particles centered around the 
wheelchairs actual location as seen in (a) through (d).  Although the wheelchair localized 
itself to the right location the majority of the time, there were cases in which the localization 
wasn’t accurate as shown by Figure 17(e). In this particular situation, the confidence values 
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for the wheelchair’s location were mistaken by the SVM. The resulting class that was 
passed into the particle filter algorithm corresponded to the wrong location. As the 
wheelchair moved towards location 1, the wheelchair was localized to location 3. 
To validate the functionality of the wheelchair, a series of test navigation runs were 
performed to get from pre-set locations to the other locations on the map. The three 
locations specified on the test map in Figure 12 were the primary locations used for goals 
during the navigation testing. Each run was a success or a failure depending on if Milpet 
hit a wall or an obstacle on its way to the destination and depending on if the goal location 
was actually reached. The results of the navigation tests are shown in Table 2. 









































As shown in Table 2, test run results were recorded for each possible path 3 
different times. Whenever the start location was the same as the goal location, a success 
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confirmed that the navigation started, the goal location matched the starting location, and 
the navigation immediately ended. The test cases that started at the “Center” placed Milpet 
in the very center of the grid and navigated to the other three pre-defined locations. 
Overall, the system worked as a whole but there were a few discrepancies that 
caused some failures among the test runs. A failure occurred what starting navigation from 
the bedroom to the kitchen. During this run, the wheelchair turning radius was too small 
during an attempt to avoid obstacle #1 as shown in Figure 15. This was because the 
wheelchair was too close to the wall on its left side before attempting to avoid the obstacle. 
A similar problem occurred when navigating from the bathroom to the kitchen. Obstacle 
#1 was also hit while trying to avoid it. The root cause of this problem was the fact that the 
wall detection is the only means of driving in a straight line. Without some form of PID 
control, the wheelchair often finds itself off center of its path. Normally the wall and 
obstacle avoidance is good enough to reach the end destination safely, but in some cases 
like the ones mentioned, the off-center wheelchair placement hampers the wheelchair’s 
ability to navigate without hitting any obstacles. 
The other failure occurred when navigating from the bathroom to the same location. Since 
the ground truth classes are spaced at 1.5 feet apart, sometimes the localizer would place 
Milpet on an adjacent class location. In this case, Milpet started to move when it should 
have realized it was at the goal location.   
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
5.1. Impact of Results 
More than one billion people in the world live with some form of disability and 
millions of those people are confined to wheelchairs, thus limiting their mobility and their 
means of effective access. The research put into effective access technology is important 
to advancing access and inclusion for people of all abilities. At this point, there is a good 
amount of research put into learning how to better serve the disabled, but realistically 
there’s a long way to go. The speech activated, self-driving wheelchair is not perfect, but 
is a step in the right direction. This proves that the concept of giving independence back to 
wheelchair users is very possible. One of the goals for adding research to this field was to 
inspire others to take up the mantle until humanity creates technology that levels the 
playing field for all in terms of effective access. The creation of the Milpet speech 
navigation system was successful because it has the potential to do just that, inspire. 
5.2. Future Work 
Every year there are new additions to the Milpet system to make it a more robust 
means of indoor travel. Next steps would include full integration with the Incremental 
Speech package to cater to those with speech impediments. It wasn’t necessary for this 
work due to the fact that both the Pocketsphinx results and InproTk results were identical 
for the simple commands implemented. As more complex speech patterns are recognized 
and more advanced sentences are parsed, the need for an Incremental Speech system will 
be crucial to provide effective access for more people who are confined to wheelchairs. 
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Not only do words get misclassified if a speaker has a speech impediment, but 
accents play a huge role in speech recognition accuracy. Other researchers are investigating 
ASRs in order to better understand accents. As of now, Milpet is tuned for only recognizing 
American accents and increasing the range of interpreted accents will only make the system 
more robust. 
Another aspect of the navigation process that can be improved is the automation of 
the map conversion process from an actual image to the binary grids used for both 
localization and A* path planning. The binary grids were manually created for the test 
environment used, but this process would need to be streamlined in the case that a 
wheelchair user want to navigate through an unknown space with a predefined map, such 
as a shopping mall. 
In terms of the user interface for Milpet, an upgraded smartphone app would be 
necessary for the implementation of navigation buttons. There are people who are confined 
to wheelchairs who aren’t able to use the joystick and who can’t speak. By upgrading the 
smartphone user interface to include waypoint locations for automatic Milpet navigation, 
the user would see an overall increase in efficient mobility. 
For wheelchair movement, using PID control would improve the wheelchair’s 
forward movement. As of now, the wheelchair relies on the use of the laser scanner to 
detect obstacles and walls allowing it to move in a straight line through hallways without 
bumping into anything. Even though the wheels on the wheelchair are the same size, 
drifting upon wheelchair movement forces the wheelchair to rely on the obstacle avoidance 
to go down a hallway in a straight line. PID control would fix uneven motor movements. 
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 The inclusion of map updates would also improve the system. Often times, 
temporary obstacles could appear in front or near the wheelchair’s line of sight such as 
people or moving vehicles. Other times permanent objects such as chairs or tables can be 
placed in previously mapped spaces. Determining the difference between these two types 
of objects and incorporating them into both the map updating and obstacle avoidance 
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I. LIST OF MILPET COMMANDS 
Directional Commands: Go/Move Forward, Go/Move Backward, Turn/Face Left, 
Turn/Face Right, Turn Around 
Speed Commands: Stop, Speed Up, Slow Down, Full Speed, Half Speed, Slow Speed 
Location Commands: Take Me To …, Go To … 
Current Locations: Bathroom, Bedroom, Kitchen (This list is expandable) 
Special Commands: Take Me/Go to the end of the hallway and Turn Left/Right 
 















II. TUTORIAL FOR SETTING UP AND RUNNING THE MILPET SPEECH 
INTERFACE 
In this section, a brief tutorial is presented on how to set up the prerequisites needed to 
run the speech interface. Instructions for ROS setup and tutorials can be found at 
http://wiki.ros.org/. 
Commands for ROS Workspace Setup 
A. Install ROS Catkin Workspace 
 Install prebuilt catkin package 
o $ sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-catkin 
 Source your environment 
o $ source /opt/ros/indigo/setup.bash 
 Create a catkin workspace 
o $ mkdir -p ~/catkin_ws/src 
o $ cd ~/catkin_ws/src 
o $ catkin_init_workspace 
 Build the catkin workspace 
o $ cd ~/catkin_ws/ 
o $ catkin_make 
 Source the setup.sh file 
o $ source devel/setup.bash 
B. Create ROS Package 
 Enter src directory 
o $ cd ~/catkin_ws/src 
 Create new package based on specified package dependencies  
o $ catkin_create_pkg <package_name> [depend1] [depend2] 
[depend3] 
 Build the catkin workspace 
o $ cd ~/catkin_ws/ 
o $ catkin_make 
 Review and verify package dependencies 
o $ rospack depends1 <package_name> 
 You can then implement your ROS node in the created package 
C. Install Milpet Specific Dependencies 
 Install Rosserial and Arduino IDE 
o $ sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-rosserial 
o $ sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-rosserial-arduino 
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 Install Pocketsphinx 
o $ git clone https://github.com/mikeferguson/pocketsphinx 
o $ sudo apt-get install gstreamer0.10-pocketsphinx 
o $ sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-audio-common 
o $ sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-pocketsphinx 
D. Download and install Milpet ROS nodes 
 Files are located on the Machine Intelligence Lab git repository 
o git@kgcoe-git.rit.edu:machine-intelligence-lab/milpet.git 
o Navigate to /milpet/arduino_controller for code to upload to the 
Arduino due connected to the wheelchair motors 
o Navigate to /milpet/arduino_encoders for code to upload to the 
Arduino due connected to the wheelchair motor encoders 
o Navigate to /milpet/arduino_libraries for the ROS libraries 
included in rosserial nodes 
o Navigate to /milpet/miplet_pc to access the main packages used in 
Milpet’s catkin workspace 
o Once packages are placed in your catkin workspace, perform a 
catkin_make to build the catkin workspace 
E. Start Milpet Speech Interface 
 Open a new terminal window and start the milpet.launch file in the milpet 
package 
o $ roslaunch milpet milpet.launch 
 
